
We need your help! The weir at
Trow Pool was vandalised many
years ago and we plan to fix it.
Cherwell District Council has agreed
to supply the materials (sandbags
and clay). All we have to do is
provide the labour. But that’s easier
said than done because although we
have many members who fish at
Trow, very few turn out to help. At
most it will take one weekend and
we’ll close Trow Pool while we carry
out the work. And if you help out you
can fish free for that weekend
whether a member or not!

We intend to carry out the work in two
to three weeks time. So please ring
and pledge your support or e-mail me
(James Bryant). Remember Trow
Pool needs YOU!
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We are looking for as many people as
possible as we may also carry out a
clean up and de-weeding of the water
at the same time.

We will provide free food & drink on
the day and gloves.

Fixing the weir will raise the water level
by at least 300 mm and it will make a
big difference to the quality of your
fishing.

Our web site is up and running so
check it out. Type in the above address
or you could try a search on Google
with key words like Trow Pool or Carp.

Support your local club and buy your permit from us because...



…our permits give you year round fishing (days & nights), a free news letter, open days
fishing trips, free tuition, a web site and most importantly a safe & friendly place to fish.

Did you Know ? You can book the whole of Trow Pool for special events such as
birthdays. The committee can also arrange for photos and a special fishing
competition with certificates. See section 9 of the web site, it’s a cracker.

Our new permits are now on sale at
J & K Tackle, Bicester so pop down
and buy one. They’re the same price
as last year, £10.00 for juniors and
£15.00 for adults.

A permit gives you 365 days fishing
(nights by appointment) and you
can’t beat this deal ANYWHERE. It
also gives you other areas to fish as
we are affiliated to ODAA.

In addition you get a free Newsletter,
web site and much more.

Trow is fishing well. It’s very weedy
at the moment but this does lend
itself to surface fishing either on the
weed (where carp are feeding) or on
the edge of the weed. I use bread
and freeline which is very
successful.

Try to position the bread right on the
edge of the weed near a channel or
opening in the water. Ensure that
no line is effectively in the water but
instead draped over the weed. That
way the carp are not spooked by the
line and are forced to slurp at the
bread. I have a couple of secret
ways to prepare the bread but that’s
another fishy story!If you catch a carp or any fish for

that matter, send in your photo to
me and I’ll either put it in the
Newsletter or on the web site.

I don’t have any new photos this
time so come on where are all
those catches?

And don’t forget the trophy for the
biggest catch - it could be you! The big wait, John & Tony, 8/5/05


